Abstract. In the paper a mean-square minimization problem under terminal wealth constraint with partial observations is studied. The problem is naturally connected to the mean-variance hedging problem under incomplete information. A new approach to solving this problem is proposed. The paper provides a solution when the underlying pricing process is a square-integrable semimartingale. The proposed method for study is based on the martingale representation. In special cases the Clark-Ocone representation can be used to obtain explicit solutions. The results and the method are illustrated and supported by example with two correlated geometric Brownian motions.
Introduction
Let us start with the problem which can arise on commodity markets. Particularly, the following example is given in the paper of [Weisshaupt (2003) ]. Suppose that a mining company wants to exploit a certain mining area. The mineral A which the mining company would produce after this investment is not traded now, but there exists another mineral A with similar characteristics which is already traded on the market. Then the unobservable price process S of the mineral A is highly correlated with the price process S of the mineral A. The mining company wants to insure against the risk that the price of the mineral A after the period of investment T will be below the production costs c. It invests money in options on mineral A. In this case, the company wants to find a strategy that minimizes the expected value of the squared difference between the price of A and portfolio value. Such problem is called the problem of mean-variance hedging (MVH) .
Since the pioneering work of [Föllmer & Sondermann (1986) ], the mean-variance hedging is a permanent area of research in mathematical finance. At the beginning, the problem was formulated assuming that the probability measure was a martingale measure. In this context, some results were obtained in the case of full information by [Föllmer & Sondermann (1986) ]. Under incomplete information this type of hedging was developed later in many papers. See, for example the paper of [Schweizer (1992) ], where two correlated Wiener processes were considered and the hedging strategy could depend on both, and [Schweizer (1994) ] where results were obtained using projection techniques.
We introduce the model of the present paper as follows. Assume that an agent used to work on well-known simple financial market and this market is observable enough to be complete. The agent wants to use financial instruments only from this market, and he wants to start working on a new unobservable market. We assume that this new market is incomplete. In our model there are two contingent claims H and H. The first one is observable and from the completeness of the observable market the agent superhedges H, i.e., he chooses the strategy under which the terminal wealth exceeds the claim value. The second claim H is from the new incomplete market and for reducing the new risk the agent uses the meanvariance approach, i.e., he simultaneously minimizes the mean-square difference of the terminal wealth and the unobservable claim. The simplest example of this model is the mean-variance hedging of unobservable claim H using observable asset with the condition that portfolio value is non-negative at time T, i.e., in this case H = 0. We assume that there are no arbitrage on both markets and therefore the value process of an admissible portfolio with non-negative terminal value is also non-negative. It enables us to consider the terminal constraint rather than the constraint which is pointwise in time.
To authors' knowledge such an approach has not been considered in the existing literature. In the paper of [Föllmer & Leukert (2000) ] the expectation of shortfall weighted by some loss function is minimized under condition that wealth process is non-negative on interval [0, T ]. In the paper of [Korn & Trautmann (1995) ] investors trade in such a way that they achieve a non-negative wealth over the whole time interval [0, T ]. The authors' analysis is based on the expected utility or the mean-variance approach and they gave a common framework including both types of selection criteria as special cases by considering portfolio problems with terminal wealth constraints. In the paper of [Korn (1997) ] the considered problem is the mean-variance minimization for Black-Sholes model under condition that the terminal wealth only is non-negative. But author's aim was concentrated on finding the terminal wealth value and the exact form of the minimization strategy was not given. In the paper of [Bielecki et al. (2005) ] a continuous-time mean-variance portfolio selection problem is studied where all the market coefficients are random and the wealth process under any admissible trading strategy is not allowed to be below zero at any time.
In the paper [Fujii & Takahashi (2014) ], the mean-variance hedging problem is studied in a partially observable market where the drift processes can only be inferred through the observation of asset or index processes. In the paper of [Ceci et al. (2014) ] authors provide a suitable Galtchouk-Kunita-Watanabe decomposition of the contingent claim that works in a partial information framework. The paper [Hubalek et al. (2006) ] considers variance-optimal hedging for processes with stationary independent increments. And in the paper of [Jeanblanc et al. (2012) ] the problem of mean-variance hedging for general semimartingale models is solved via stochastic control methods.
Mathematically, the "unobservable" information is described by the filtration F = {F t , t ≥ 0} and "observable" information is described by its subfiltration F = { F t , t ≥ 0}. We restrict ourselves to the finite horizon T > 0. The prices of underlying asset are given by F-adapted square-integrable stochastic process S = { S t , t ∈ [0, T ]}. We assume that S be a semimartingale. A trading strategy is described by F-predictable square-integrable stochastic processes ξ = {ξ t , t ∈ [0, T ]} such that the stochastic integral T 0 ξ t d S t is well-defined. This integral describes the trading gains induced by the self-financing portfolio strategy associated to ξ. Let a contingent claim H be a F T -measurable square-integrable nonnegative random variable. At time T , a hedger who starts with initial capital x and uses the strategy ξ, has to pay the random amount H, so that portfolio value should not be less than H. This contingent claim H can be interpreted as a random lower bound on a terminal wealth. At the same time hedger wants to approximate a random amount H by portfolio value. In contradiction to H, we assume that H is a F T -measurable square-integrable non-negative random variable. In this context, mean-variance hedging problem with partial observations means solving the optimization problem
This problem is naturally related to the mean-variance hedging. The main challenge in solving mean-variance hedging problem is to find more explicit descriptions of the optimal strategy and in the present paper we introduce the new approach. The concrete form of the minimizing strategy can be obtained by the Clark-Ocone formula when it is applicable.
We consider the example of this problem when pricing processes of observable and unobservable assets S, S are two correlated geometric Wiener processes. In this case we can use the delta-hedging but we illustrate how our method works by applying the Clark-Ocone theorem in the Brownian setting. For the case when the contingent claim H is a call-option we provide the precise formula of the solution and make numerical illustrations.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we formulate the conditional mean-variance hedging problem under incomplete information in the general semimartingale setting. In section 3 we reduce it to the simplified statement in order to avoid technical details. We prove the auxiliary result concerning the representation of the random variable that is approached and prove the main result that gives the solution of the minimization problem. In section 4 the corresponding results are illustrated with the help of the model with two correlated geometric Wiener processes. In subsection 4.1 we present the numerical illustrations.
Preliminaries and the Formulation of a Problem
Let we have complete probability space (Ω, F, P ) with filtration F = {F t , t ≥ 0} that corresponds to the "complete information". Suppose that there exists a subfiltration F = { F t , t ≥ 0} that corresponds to the "incomplete information". Consider càdlàg risk asset S = { S t , t ≥ 0} such that S is non-negative and adapted to the "incomplete information", or, that is the same for us, F-adapted. We suppose that non-risky asset B t ≡ 1 and the market Σ is arbitrage-free on (Ω, F, P ) with filtration F. Moreover, we suppose that S ∈ Σ and the observable market Σ = {1, S} is complete on (Ω, F, P ) with filtration F ⊂ F. We restrict ourselves to the finite horizon T , so we consider all processes on the interval [0, T ]. Let P be the set of all equivalent martingale measures for Σ. Then the restriction P of any P * ∈ P on F is the same unique equivalent martingale measure for the observable market Σ so that S is F-martingale w.r.t. P .
Now we introduce two square-integrable nonnegative random variables, H and H, H being F T -measurable and H being F T -measurable. We can characterize them as "unobservable" and "observable" random variables or contingent claims, correspondingly.
In order to remain within the framework of the square-integrable approach, we introduce the following assumptions.
(A1) S = { S t , t ≥ 0} is the semimartingale admitting the representation S t = N t + A t , where N is the square-integrable martingale and A is the predictable process of square-integrable variation. Suppose that F is generated
These conditions mean, in particular, that we can consider stochastic integral w.r.t. the semimartingale S,
Completeness of market Σ together with condition (A2) means that for any initial value x ≥ E P H we can construct the superhedge of the contingent claim H a.s. with the help of such ξ ∈ Ξ that E(I(T, ξ)) 2 < ∞. In other words, there exists such
Note, if x < E P H, then the space of admissible strategies is empty. So, in what follows, we can assume that x ≥ E P H. Now we can state a conditional minimization problem in the semimartingale framework.
Problem [S(x, H; H)]. Starting with fixed value x ≥ E P H, to construct the hedging strategy ξ ∈ Ξ(x, H) so that
On the other hand, for any ξ ∈ Ξ(x, H)
and the equalities in (3.2),(3.3) are achieved if and only if H 1 ≥ H a.s. Therefore, we can restrict ourselves to the case H 1 ≥ H a.s. and in other cases apply bounds (3.2),(3.3) (It will be specified in Remark 3.5 how to deal with the upper bound in (3.3).)
Remark 3.3. Now, let H 1 ≥ H a.s. and consider the case when x = E P H 1 . It follows from the completeness of the market Σ that we have the representation
. So, we put ξ = ξ 0 and get the trivial zero solution of minimization problem. So, it is reasonable to consider two cases:
x < E P H 1 and x > E P H 1 . However, since our goal is to solve the minimization problem with minimal initial resources, we suppose in what follows that x < E P H 1 .
. It follows from the completeness of the market that there exists η ∈ Ξ such that
The case g = 0 corresponds to x = E P H and then the trivial solution of [S(x, H; H)] is the strategy η s . So, further we assume g > 0 or x > E P H. It means that we reduce Problem [S(x, H; H)] to the following one.
Problem [S(g, 0; G)]. For fixed square-integrable nonnegative F T -measurable random variable G and fixed number 0 < g < E P G to find
and such ξ ∈ Ξ(g, 0) for which
It follows from the market completeness that H1 H1≥ H admits the representation
the minimization of the term E(x, S) is in the framework of the Problem [S(g, 0; G)] with g = x − x 1 ≥ 0 and G = (H 1 − H)1 H1≥ H ≥ 0. So, in the general case, when the inequality H 1 ≥ H does not hold a.s., we can minimize right-hand side of (3.3) in the framework of the Problem [S(g, 0; G)] and find the minimization strategy
will be between the right-hand side of (3.2) evaluated for strategy ξ t + γ t and the minimum value of the right-hand side of (3.3).
To solve Problem [S(g, 0;
We see that v(x) is non decreasing.
Lemma 3.6. Function v = v(x), x ∈ (0, E P G) is uniquely determined, continuous and strictly increasing on the interval (0, E P G). The range of values of this function is the interval (r, 0), where r = −ess sup ω∈Ω G/D T .
Proof. Evidently, function f (y) = E P (yD T + G) + is non-decreasing and continuous on R, lim y→−∞ f (y) = 0 and lim y→+∞ f (y) = +∞. Therefore, for any x ∈ (0, E P G) solution of equation (3.4) exists. Furthermore, let for y 1 < y 2 (3.5)
+ that is in contradiction with (3.5). Therefore, solution of equation (3.4) is unique and function v = v(x), v ∈ (0, E P G) is uniquely determined. Now,
+ strictly increases in x ∈ (0, E P G). Indeed, let E P G > x 2 > x 1 > 0 and
It means in particular that
with positive probability. Therefore
with positive probability whence v(x 2 ) > v(x 1 ). Establish continuity of v(x) on the interval (0, E P G). Let x n ↑ x > 0 then
) is increasing and bounded and if v(
that is a contradiction. Continuity from the right is proved the same way, so v(x) is continuous in x ∈ (0, E P G). Concerning the range of the values of v(x), let x k ↓ 0. Then on one hand
, and it follows from the continuity of v(x) that v = r, where r = −ess sup ω∈Ω G.
Evidently, E P (0 + G) + = E P G, so, v(x) ↑ 0 as x ↑ E P G and lemma is proved.
Note that
Then it follows from the completeness of the market that (G + v(x)D T ) + admits the representation
with some ξ ∈ Ξ.
Theorem 3.7. Let g ∈ (0, E P G) be fixed. Consider v(g) that is the unique solution of equation (3.4) with x = g and the representation (3.6) of the random variable
Then ξ is the solution of the minimization problem [S(g, 0; G)].
Proof. On one hand, ξ ∈ Ξ(g, 0). On the other hand, let η ∈ Ξ(g, 0). Then
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Taking this into account, we continue:
and the proof follows.
Remark 3.8.
(1) In the case P = P, the process S is a P -martingale and D T ≡ 1.
(2) In the case P = P, the method of solving the mean-variance hedging problem can be described as follows. We are focused on the case when 0 < x < E H and E(H| F T ) ≥ H. The initial capital x should be divided into two parts x = E H ≥ 0 and x − x ≥ 0. A hedger with initial capital x constructs the strategy η which replicates the claim H using information F. The process η and the new initial capital are obtained from martingale representation of H. Then the hedger should construct the strategy ξ such that the terminal wealth x − x + T 0 ξ t d S t is non-negative a.s. and ξ minimize the mean-square difference of a new claim G := E(H| F T ) and the terminal wealth. The strategy ξ is obtained from martingale representation of random variable (
Thus, the resulting strategy is η + ξ.
Application to the model with two correlated geometric Brownian motions
Example 4.1. Let W , W be two independent Wiener processes under measure P and W = ρ W + 1 − ρ 2 W . Let filtration F be generated by two-dimensional Wiener process ( W , W ), filtration F be generated by W . Consider the case when an unobservable risk asset is the semimartingale S = {S t = exp W t + t 0 a(s)ds , t ≥ 0} and an observable risk asset is the semimartingale S = { S t = exp( W t + at), t ≥ 0} and the market Σ = {1, S, S}. Let {a(s), s ≥ 0} be a deterministic function from L 1 [0, T ], a be some positive constant. Let the contingent claim G = H(S T ) be a square-integrable random variable, where H : R → R + is real-valued nondecreasing measurable function of polynomial growth at infinity. For initial capital g ∈ (0, E P G) we find the solution of minimization problem [S(g, 0; G)]. Let B t := W t + (a + 1/2)t, t ≥ 0. Then S t = exp( W t + at) = exp( B t − t/2), t ≥ 0. If B is a P -Wiener process, then S is a P -martingale. Denote a 1 := a + 1/2. It follows from Girsanov's theorem that ( B t , W t ), t ∈ [0, T ] is two-dimensional Wiener process under measure P with Radon-Nikodym derivative
In order to give the explicit solution of minimization problem [S(g, 0; G)] we make the following steps. At first, we find G = E P (G| F T ). We have that
and get that
On the second step, we need to find a solution of equation (3.4). In this case the left hand side of (3.4) equals
Define an auxiliary function h : R → R + :
if and only if h(x) ≥ −v(g).
Note that f is non-decreasing function. Indeed, the fact that H is a non-decreasing implies that for any
Moreover, h is non-decreasing too, and for h we can define a generalized inverse function h (−1) (x) := inf{y : h(y) > x}, x ∈ R. So, equation (3.4) is rewritten in the following form
dy, x ∈ R is the standard normal cumulative distribution function. The existence of solution v(g) follows from Lemma 3.6. Now, we find the value E P G.
On the next step we need to specify the integral representation of 
Define an auxiliary function
where D t F is the stochastic derivative of a random variable F. For the properties of stochastic derivatives we refer to [Di Nunno, Øksendal & Proske (2009) ]. In the Brownian setting we have
From (4.3) we obtain
3.7, the solution ξ of minimization problem [S(g, 0; G)] is the process from the integral representation of the random variable h(
We use the Clark-Ocone formula
We see from (4.5) that the function h is not differentiable at x = h (−1) (−v(g)), so we cannot use the chain rule directly to evaluate D t h( B T , −v(g)). However, using the same arguments as in [Øksendal (1996) , Example 5.15], we can approximate h by C 1 functions h n with the property that
Wiener polynomials and for all n > 1 D t h n ( B T , −v(g)) exists (see [Di Nunno, Øksendal & Proske (2009), Lemma A.12] ). The space D 1,2 consists of all F ∈ L 2 (P ) such that there exists Wiener polynomials F n with the property that
Therefore, D t h( B T , −v(g)) exists. By closability of operator D t , we have (see [Di Nunno, Øksendal & Proske (2009) , Theorem A.14])
We know that if T 0 δ s d B s = 0 a.s. then δ s = 0 a.s. Thus, the process ξ in the representation of h( B T , −v(g)) is uniquely determined.
Therefore, the solution ξ t of minimization problem [S(g, 0; G)] equals
Using (4.6), we obtain
(4.8)
Finally, we give a formula for
. According to Remark 3.1 the
It follows from integral representation of (
Example 4.2. Consider the same problem as in Example 4.1 with specific function H(y) = (y − K) + , y ∈ R. At first, the function f from (4.3) has the following form
We evaluate ∂f ∂x . Using (4.11) we get
(4.13)
Combining (4.8) and (4.13) we obtain the solution ξ t of minimization problem [(S(g, 0; G)] :
(4.14)
4.1. Illustrative example. Consider a numerical example of minimization problem [S(g, 0; G)] in the case of T = 2, K = 1, a = 0.5 and a(s) ≡ 1, s ≥ 0. Let g ∈ {g 1 , g 2 , g 3 , g 4 } = {0.5, 1, 2, 3}, and ρ ∈ {0.3, 0.5, 0.75}. We simulate the trajectories of the Wiener process W t on time interval [0, 2], and so we obtain the trajectories of B t = W t + (a + 1/2)t and S t = exp( B t − t/2). We take one of the obtained sample paths of S t and presented it on Figure 2 . By formula (4.14), for this trajectory we construct the sample paths of ξ t , with g = 3 and ρ = 0.3, 0.5, 0.75. On Figure 1 , we present these sample paths, grouped by ρ.
Values of solutions of equation (3.4), values of E(G − G) 2 and E P G are presented on Table 1 . We see that P -average of G decreases when ρ increases. The values of (4.9) are presented on Table 2 and they are naturally decreasing to 0 as g ↑ E P G. However, the total risk is always greater the than E(G − G)
2 . On the second part of Table 2 we present sensitivity of (4.9) with respect to g by computing the following values 
